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Sector Profile 

The Russian fishery sector is on the rise, although the sector faces many problems that slow down 

its continuous development. Russia’s wild catch in 2016 totalled 4,67 million metric tons, an 

increase of 5,6% compared to 2015. Russia’s aquaculture accounts for only 4% of the total fish 

production whereas in Norway it accounts for more than 50% of the total output. Fish processing 

is slowly developing in Russia because it requires a lot of investments. 

The Russian fishing fleet is worn-out. Just a few fishing companies invest in new fishing vessels. 

Russia is now trying to increase its fish exports and decrease the share of imports. Fish imports 

declined to 511,6 thousand metric tons in 2016. The composition of countries where Russia has 

sourced its fish and seafood has changed considerably over the last 3 years. Currently Russia’s 

major fish importers include the Faroe Islands, China, Chile, Belarus and Iceland. 

Russia’s per capita fish consumption continues to decline, and this downward trend results mainly 

from increasing prices and declining household incomes. 

Russia continues a comprehensive reorganization of the fishery sector from improving resources 

management and eliminating administrative barriers to supporting local fish processing and 

distribution. However, an obsolete fleet combined with an underdeveloped fishing port 

infrastructure, administrative barriers and a lack of investment remain as the main constraints to 

sustainable development of the fishery sector. 
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Fleet and Infrastructure 

The Russian fishing fleet as well as the fishing port infrastructure is obsolete and needs to be 

upgraded. The majority of fishing vessels were built in 1980’s, and many of them do not conform 

to safety requirements.  

According to the Russian Fisheries Agency (RosRybolovstvo), Russia needs approximately 400 

fishing vessels: 220 fishing boats and 180 medium-range and large-range vessels. The total 

investment required to build a new fishing fleet is 738,9 billion roubles, whereas 128 billion roubles 

will be allocated from the federal budget. Russia is planning to build 40 vessels and several large 

processing facilities in the next five years.  

Russian fishermen built only six vessels from 2013 to 2016. Five out of six vessels were built in 

foreign shipyards. This is why there are strong doubts about whether Russian shipyards are 

capable to fulfil such an ambitious plan and are equipped to build high-tonnage vessels.  

The Russian government is planning to support fishing companies willing to build new fishing 

vessels or invest in fish processing.  Starting from January 2017, fishing companies can apply to 

the Russian Fisheries Agency for “investment quotas”. This investment mechanism suggests that if 

a fishing company wants to build a new fishing vessel at Russian shipyards, it will be given an 

extra quota of 15% for certain species.  If a company wants to build and install new processing 

equipment, it will be guaranteed an additional 5% to the quota for certain fish stocks. The Russian 

Fisheries Agency expects that 200 billion roubles resulting from this investment mechanism will 

be attracted to the sector. Investment quotas aim at those companies that catch Alaska pollock, 

Atlantic and pacific cod, herring, haddock, halibut, plaice and squid. Coastal fishing companies can 

also make use of investment quotas. 

Russia is extremely short of fish processing capacity. 80% of the processing equipment installed 

is worn-out. A lot of fish is exported to foreign countries for deep processing and is then imported 

back to the country of origin. Russian fishermen are used to send catches to foreign importers 

without any processing and creating added value. 

According to the Fishery Development Strategy for the period up to 2030, Russia is going to create 

fishery clusters in the Far Eastern basin. Four fishery clusters will be based in the following regions: 

Primorsky Krai (Vladivostok), Kamchatksky Krai (Petropavlovsk-Kamchatsky), Sakhalin (Yuzhno-

Sakhalinsk), and Kurily (Kurilsk). 

A big distribution cluster with fish storage, processing and packaging facilities will be built in the 

Primorsky region. The distribution cluster will able to process the whole yield of Alaska pollock 

harvested in the region.  

In general, to stay competitive and grow globally, the Russian fishery sector needs to replace most 

of its fishing vessels and build up processing capacities. 
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Fish Export and Import 

Russia is a global leader in the fishing of Alaska pollock. Every year Russian fishermen catch 

approximately 1,5–1,7 million metric tons of this specific fish. In 2016 the Russian total catch of 

pollock increased by 7% reaching 1,74 million metric tons. It is Russia’s main export fish that 

accounts for 53% of the total fish export. Alaska pollock is followed by Atlantic and pacific cod, 

and herring. The total export totalled 1,9 million metric tons in 2016. Russia’s major export 

destinations are South Korea, China and the Netherlands.  

Most of the exported fish is delivered frozen to foreign partners (85%). Nowadays Russian 

fishermen try to decrease the production of frozen fish while increasing the production of fish 

products (fish fillet, minced fish, fish flour). But Russia is extremely short of processing capacity. 

There are just a few high-technology plants capable of processing fish. 

The Russian government sets the total allowable catch (TAC) levels for fish and seafood annually. 

The TAC levels for most species have remained relatively stable from year to year, although some 

species have seen significant fluctuations. The TAC for pollock in the Okhotsk Sea and the Far 

Eastern basin totals 1 837 million metric tons in 2017. It will slightly decline to 1 781 million metric 

tons in 2018 according to fishery forecasts.  The TAC for pacific cod totals 135 thousand metric 

tons in 2017. 

As for fish import, it declined to 511,6 thousand metric tons in 2016, a decrease of 8,7% compared 

to 2015. The table below illustrates Russia’s total fish and seafood imports over the last 3 years. 

 

Table 1. Dynamics in Fish Import over 2014-2016 (thousand metric tons) 

Year Fish Import  % Change from Previous Year 

2014 885,56 -12% 

2015 557,7 -37% 

2016 511,6 -8,7% 

Source: Russian Federal Customs Service  

Frozen fish accounts for 54,5% of the total import which is followed by fresh and chilled fish 

(11,3%), fish fillet and meat (11,2%), canned fish and preserves (4,7%) and shellfish and mussels (4,2%). 

The composition of countries where Russia has sourced its fish and seafood has changed 

considerably over the last 3 years. For example, imports of fish and seafood from the Faroe Islands 

tripled from 7% in 2014 to more than 22% in 2015. However, imports from Norway, where Russia 

had previously sourced the majority of its imported Atlantic salmon from, dropped from 28,4% in 

2013 to 0% in 2015. This drastic drop was due to Russia’s implementation of the food embargo 

introduced in August 2014. Russia’s major fish importers include the Faroe Islands (22%), China 

(15%), Chile (12%), Belarus (10,3%) and Iceland (10%). 

Belarus has almost doubled its share in the overall structure of Russian fish imports over the last 

3 years. Russian businesses utilize processing facilities in Belarus to facilitate the supply of Atlantic 
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salmon and herring from Norway and Iceland to Russia. Salmon from Norway or Iceland goes 

through minimal processing and packaging and is delivered to Russia for further processing or 

sale. 

Fish Production: Wild Catch 

The Federal Fisheries Agency (RosRybolostvo) has released a report estimating the total wild catch 

for 2016 at 4,67 million metric tons, an increase of 5,6% compared to 2015. The larger catch 

consisted mainly of an increased catch of Alaska pollock. There was also an increase in catch in 

zones of foreign countries and regions governed by international conventions. However, the wild 

catch in Russia is still well below historical levels. 

In the Far Eastern basin, Russian fishermen caught 3,23 million metric tons of fish and seafood in 

2016, an increase of 9% compared to 2015. The reason for this increased catch rate is an improved 

yield of pollock (7,2%), pacific cod (11%), salmon (14,5%), herring (3,4%) and squid (64%). The Far 

Eastern basin accounts for 70% of the total wild catch in the country. Kamchatka is a local fishery 

leader accounting for 35% of the total wild catch in the Far Eastern basin. Table 2 (below) 

illustrates the total wild catch in the region and main species.  

Table 2. Total Wild Catch in the Far Eastern Basin by Major Species (thousand metric tons) 

Fish Species Wild catch 

Alaska pollock  1 740 

Pacific herring 399 

Salmon  337 

Pacific squid 87 

Crab  57 

Pacific saury  12 

Other species  399 

Source: MinVostokRazvitie  
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Figure 1. Total Wild Catch in the Far Eastern Basin by Major Species and by Regions 

 

Source: MinVostokrazvitie 
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In the Northern basin, the total wild catch was estimated at 567 thousand metric tons in 2016 or 

1,4% higher than in 2015. This increase is due to an improved yield of cod (4%), haddock (26,3%), 

flounder (8%) and catfish (13,7%).  

In the Baltic Sea, Russian fishermen caught 72,63 thousand metric tons of fish, an increase of 8,7% 

compared to 2015. The reason for this increase is a larger catch of sprat (12%) and herring (16,4%).  

In the Azov Sea and the Black Sea, Russian fishermen caught 103 thousand metric tons of fish and 

seafood or 5,6% higher than in 2015. There was an increase in catch of Azov anchovy (6,1%) and 

Black Sea sprat (10%).  

In the Volga basin and the Caspian Sea, the total wild catch declined to 68 thousand metric tons 

which is 2,4% lower than in 2015. 

In regions governed by international conventions and other countries, the total wild catch reached 

681,4 thousand metric tons of fish and seafood which is 4,4% lower than in 2015.  

The main species of the Russian wild catch consists of Alaska pollock (40% of the total catch), 

Atlantic and Pacific cod (11% of the total catch), and herring (10% of the total catch). While salmon 

accounts for only 9% of the total catch, this fish is very important because of its high value. Other 

popular species include mackerel, capelin, haddock, pacific saury, halibut and crab.  

Fish Production: Aquaculture 

Russia is far behind global leaders in aquaculture. China is the runaway leader when it comes to 

fish farming with 58.8 million metric tons produced. Compared to China, Russia’s total output of 

fish farming reached only 174 thousand metric tons in 2016, an increase of 13,7% compared to 2015. 

Table 3. Dynamics in Aquaculture Output over 2011-2016 (thousand metric tons) 

 

Year Production Output 

2011 118 

2012 117 

2013 155 

2014 160 

2015 153 

Source: RosRybolovstvo  

 
 

 

 

 

http://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/asia/cn.htm
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The table below illustrates the total output of aquaculture in different federal districts.   

Table 4. Fish Farming Production in 2016 by Federal District (thousand metric tons) 

Federal District Production 

Output  

Southern Federal District  63,5  

North-Western Federal 

district  

37,2 

Central Federal District  24,8  

North-Caucasus Federal 

District  

16,3 

Volga Federal District  12,2  

Ural Federal District 7,5  

Siberian Federal District 5,6 

Source: RosRybolovstvo  

 

 

 

The southern regions, namely the Astrakhan region, Rostov region and Krasnodar region, take the 

lead in fish farming producing 20 thousand metric tons of fish each. The North-Western Federal 

District stands second in this ranking. The leading regions of the federal district include Karelia 

(15,7 thousand metric tons), Murmansk region (13,7 thousand metric tons) and Leningrad region (8 

thousand metric tons).  

Russian fishermen increased the production of fish seed by 26% reaching 31,3 thousand metric 

tons in 2016. The given increase in production is very positive, however the total share of 

aquaculture in total catch is still very low (4%). According to the Russian Fisheries Agency, the total 

output of aquaculture should grow to 300-400 thousand metric tons by 2020.  
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The table below shows the main species of Russian fish farming.  

Table 5. Production of Marketable Fish by Major Species (thousand metric tons) 

Fish Species Production Output 

Common carp 62,5 

Silver carp 39 

Rainbow trout 28,5 

Salmon  13 

Grass carp 6 

Source: www.agroinvestor.ru  

Every region is focused on cultivation of certain species. The Southern Federal District and the 

Central Federal District are focused on sturgeon, halibut and carp farming; the North-Western 

Federal District is specialized in salmon, trout and whitefish farming. Crimea is focused on 

cultivation of mussels, oyster, mullet and flounder. The Far East is specialized in cultivation of 

deep-sea scallop, pacific oyster, deep-sea cucumber, crab, pacific saury and mussels. 

Fish farming is getting very popular in the Leningrad region and Karelia. Favorable weather 

conditions and a great number of freshwater lakes attract many investors. The Leningrad region 

takes the lead in rainbow trout farming. Rainbow trout production accounts for 95% of the total 

marketable fish production in the region. 

Red caviar production reached 12 thousand tons in 2016 while black caviar production totaled 

only 44 tons. Sturgeon culture is developing well in the area of the Caspian Sea. According to the 

Federal Fisheries Agency (Rosrybolovstvo), Russia wants to double its production of sturgeon 

caviar by 2030. 

As mentioned above, aquaculture is getting very popular in Russia, but this sector faces certain 

problems that slow down its development: 

 Shortage of storage facilities 

 Lack of fish stock and fingerlings 

 A large share of imported fish feed which is expensive 

 Shortage of local fish flour which is a source of amino acids and vitamins with very high 

protein content, made of fresh sea fish or unprocessed fish wastes. 

Fish Processing 

Fish processing is slowly developing in Russia because it requires a lot of investments. In 2015, it 

increased by 3,5% reaching 3,8 million metric tons. Fish processing is developed in regions that 

have a direct access to seas. Many fishing companies are based in the Russian Far East since this 

region accounts for 70% of the total wild catch in the country. 

http://www.agroinvestor.ru/
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As for North-West Russia, most of the fishing companies are located in Murmansk region, 

Leningrad region, Arkhangelsk region, the republic of Karelia and Kaliningrad region. 

Murmansk seaport is the third largest port in North-West Russia following the seaport of Saint-

Petersburg and the port of Ust-Luga. 46 fishing companies are located in the neighbourhood of 

the port. 20 fishing companies produce salted and smoked fish, fish fillet and preserves. 12 

companies are engaged in frozen fish, fish canning and preserves. 3 companies are specialised in 

aquaculture. Fishing Company Variant (http://ffvariant.com) is one of the biggest fishing 

companies in the region. 

There are 30 fishing companies in Leningrad region. The leading companies are listed below: 

 Russian Sea (http://www.russiansea.ru)  

 Baltic Bereg (http://www.baltbereg.com)  

 Petrotral 2 (http://petrotral1.ru)  

 ROK 1 Group (http://www.rok1group.ru)  

 Primorsk Rybak (http://primorskfish.ru).  

 Fish Farm Kuznechnoe (http://www.kuznechnoe.ru.  

 

Baltic Bereg (http://www.baltbereg.com) that went bankrupt in 2015 is back on the local market. 

The company managed to overcome its financial crisis and got through debt restructuring. Baltic 

Bereg is used to take the lead on the local market and is going to restore its market share (25% 

in 2015). 

There are 18 fish farms in the Leningrad region that are specialized in trout farming. 

The fishery sector plays an important role in Arkhangelsk region. The region accounts for 3,5% of 

of the total wild catch in the country. There are 21 fishing companies that operate 20 fishing 

vessels. 4 companies are engaged in aquaculture. Arkhangelsk Trawl Fleet (http://www.oaoatf.ru) 

is the largest fishing company in the region.  

The republic of Karelia is famous for its numerous beautiful lakes that gives a lot of opportunities 

for aquaculture. There are 19 fish farms in the region. The government of Karelia is going to create 

a fishery cluster in the region. They have approved 20 investment projects with the total 

investment of 7,4 billion roubles. The government is planning to distribute new plots for fish 

breeding and spawning, create new fish farms, extend the existing farms and increase fish 

processing. It is supposed that the total output of fish farming will increase to 35 thousand metric 

tons by 2020.  

As for the Kaliningrad region, local fishing companies are trying to improve fish processing. 

Historically, fish processing was not developed in the region. Local fishermen deep-froze fish and 

sent it to other regions for processing. Now there are 15 fishing companies in Kaliningrad region.  

In 2008, two new high-technology canning plants were put in operation: OOO Roskon 

(http://www.rk-roskon.ru/) and Baltic Canning Plant. OOO Atlantis (http://atlantis-company.ru) 

upgraded its equipment and increased processing capacity in 2010. OAO Za Rodinu 

http://ffvariant.com/
http://www.russiansea.ru/
http://www.baltbereg.com/
http://petrotral1.ru/
http://www.rok1group.ru/
http://primorskfish.ru/
http://www.kuznechnoe.ru/
http://www.baltbereg.com/
http://www.oaoatf.ru/
http://www.rk-roskon.ru/
http://atlantis-company.ru/
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(http://www.zarodiny.ru/)  is the oldest and biggest fishing company in the region. It is a fully 

integrated company that operates its own fleet and produces a wide range of fish products. There 

is only one fish farm in the region.  

Fish flour production is not developed in Russia. Russia produces approximately 90 thousand tons 

of fish flour in 2015, however its demand for fish flour is estimated at 500 thousand tons. Fish 

flour is used primarily in aquaculture, but also in poultry and pig breeding. Russia has enough 

raw materials for fish flour, but it is short of production capacities. 

Fish Consumption 

The Russian Ministry of Healthcare (https://www.rosminzdrav.ru/) recommends to consume 22 kg 

of fish a year. In 2014, Russia’s per capita fish consumption reached 22,7 kg, but it has been 

gradually declining since then. In 2015, Russia’s per capita fish consumption dropped to 19,9 kg 

and continued to decline throughout 2016. The decline in fish consumption results from increasing 

prices for all categories of fish and declining household incomes.  

Most of the fish is consumed in the Far Eastern part of Russia since historically it plays a major 

role in the local diet. This region of Russia has a direct access to seas and the Pacific Ocean. In 

Chukotka, for example, the annual fish consumption per capita reaches 60 kg on average, and in 

Sakhalin and Khabarovsk Krai – 34 and 33 kg respectively. In Moscow, the annual per capita fish 

consumption reaches 30 kg on average. In Saint-Petersburg, the average per head consumption 

of fish totals only 18 kg. This figure is much lower in other regions.  

The most consumed types of fish include herring, saury, salmon and pollock. The most popular 

fish product is frozen fish that accounts for 62% of the total fish production. It is followed by 

fresh or chilled fish, canned fish and preserves.  

Main Problems in the Russian Fishery Sector 

 Worn-out fishing fleet and fishing port infrastructure 

 Lack of fish processing capacities 

 A long transport leg between fishing zones (main zones located in the Russian Far East) and 

consumption centre (most of Russians live in the European part of Russia) that results in 

high transportation costs  

 Lack of distribution and storage facilities 

 Lack of investments 

 A small share of aquaculture in the total fish production 

 A large share of imported fish feed which is expensive 

 Declining fish consumption per capita.  

http://www.zarodiny.ru/
https://www.rosminzdrav.ru/
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Russian Fishery Development Strategy 

The Russian Fishery Development Strategy (planned up until 2030) has been defined and approved 

by an expert committee that includes fishery authorities, associations and fishing companies. The 

government of Russia will review and approve the strategy at the end of 2017. The development 

strategy defines economic and social development of the sector and outlines sector priorities, 

growth drivers, government support and local programs to boost the fishery sector.  

The main priorities for the sector: 

 Modernization of the fishing fleet 

 Construction of new processing facilities and distribution centres (fishery clusters) 

 Development of aquaculture and mariculture in the Far East.  

The development strategy introduces a new investment mechanism (investment quotas) that will 

help Russian fishing companies replace their worn-out fleet.  

Local programs aim at improving the port infrastructure, investment attractiveness of the sector 

and fish marketing. Furthermore, the development strategy introduces a new association to 

promote Russian fish on local and export markets (brand ‘Russian Fish’). 
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7. Institute for Agricultural Market Studies (http://www.ikar.ru)  

8. RBC Information and Marketing Agency (www.rbc.ru)  

9. Magazine “Vesti Morskogo Peterburga” (http://www.morspb.ru/)    

10. Fishery portal (http://www.fishportal.ru/ 

11. Fishery portal (http://fishnews.ru/)  

 

Companies referred to in the overview: 

Variant 

http://ffvariant.com/  

183038 Murmansk 

Portovy proezd 2 

Phone: +7 (8152) 480-667 

office@ffvariant.com 

 

Russian Sea  

http://www.russiansea.ru 

195027 Saint-Petersburg  

Ul. Yakornaya 17 

Phone: +7 (812) 680-35-21 

info@spb.russiansea.ru   

 

Baltic Bereg  

http://www.baltbereg.com 

195009 Saint-Petersburg 

Mineralnaya ul. 29, bld. 2 

Phone: +7 (812) 335-04-02 

info@baltbereg.com  

 

ROK 1 Group  

http://www.rok1group.ru 

198096 Saint-Petersburg  

Ugolnaya gavan, Elevatornaya ploshadka 16, bld. 7  

http://fish.gov.ru/
https://minvr.ru/
http://aquacultura.org/
http://www.argoinvestor.ru/
http://expert.ru/
https://www.dp.ru/
http://www.ikar.ru/
http://www.rbc.ru/
http://www.morspb.ru/
http://www.fishportal.ru/
http://fishnews.ru/
http://ffvariant.com/
mailto:office@ffvariant.com
http://www.russiansea.ru/
mailto:info@spb.russiansea.ru
http://www.baltbereg.com/
mailto:info@baltbereg.com
http://www.rok1group.ru/
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Phone: +7 (812) 318-08-08  

mail@rok1.spb.ru  

 

Primorsk Rybak  

http://primorskfish.ru 

188910 Leningrad oblast 

Vyborg region, Primorsk 

Morskoy per. 8 

Phone: +7 (812) 446-03-83 

info@primorskfish.ru  

 

Fish Farm Kuznechnoe 

http://www.kuznechnoe.ru 

Saint-Petersburg  

Ul. Rentgena 7 

Phone: +7 (812) 324-77-83  

info@kuznechnoe.ru  

 

Arkhangelsk Trawl Fleet  

http://www.oaoatf.ru 

163030 Arkhangelsk  

Leningradsky pr. 324  

Phone: +7 (812) 42-18-65  

float@oaoatf.ru  

 

Roskon  

http://www.rk-roskon.ru/ 

238590 Kaliningrad region 

Pionersky, Kaliningradskoe shosse 29 

Phone: +7 (4012) 31-25-33 

office@rk-roskon.ru  

 

Atlantis 

http://atlantis-company.ru 

238460 Kaliningrad region, village Sovkhoznoe  

Ul. Pobedy 1 

Phone: +7 (4012) 57-02-57 

enquiries@atlantis-company.com  

 

Za Rodiny  

http://www.zarodiny.ru/ 

238345 Kaliningrad region, village Vzmorie 

Ul. Zalivnaya 2A 

Phone: +7 (4012) 22-83-44 

office@zarodiny.ru  

  

mailto:mail@rok1.spb.ru
http://primorskfish.ru/
mailto:info@primorskfish.ru
http://www.kuznechnoe.ru/
mailto:info@kuznechnoe.ru
http://www.oaoatf.ru/
mailto:float@oaoatf.ru
http://www.rk-roskon.ru/
mailto:office@rk-roskon.ru
http://atlantis-company.ru/
mailto:enquiries@atlantis-company.com
http://www.zarodiny.ru/
mailto:office@zarodiny.ru
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Disclaimer 

The information in this publication is provided for background information that should enable 

you to get a picture of the subject treated in this document. It is collected with the greatest care 

on the bases of all data and documentation available at the moment of publication. Thus this 

publication was never intended to be the perfect and correct answer to your specific situation. 

Consequently it can never be considered a legal, financial or other specialized advice. Flanders 

Investment and Trade (FIT) accepts no liability for any errors, omissions or incompleteness’s, and 

no warranty is given or responsibility accepted as to the standing of any individual, firm, company 

or other organization mentioned. 

Date of publication: June/2017 


